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I am a librarian, MSLS; my husband a businessman (MBA). Our two children
were 2 years apart. Both were read to identically; equally had access to
thousands of books. One completed graduate school. The other did not finish
junior college. Why?
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•

I'm a bit wary of the conclusions drawn in this article -- perhaps the author has
confused cause and effect. Full bookshelves don't create scholarly children;
parents do. The quantity of reading material in the home is almost certainly
less a factor in a child's educational success than his or her parents' genetic
makeup, academic encouragement, and intellectual curiosity. I'd argue that the
books are the evidence of the forces at work, and not the force itself.
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Thank you for this article. My mother never received her high school diploma.
The child of an immigrant mechanic with a 4th grade education, she was
kicked out of 9th grade for mouthing a teacher and promptly sent out to help
support her family. HOWEVER, my mother truly valued education, and she
made every effort to learn as much as she could alongside my older siblings as
they attended high school. By the time I was born, Mom and Dad had collected
an impressive selection of books: the classics, an encyclopedia set with yearly
updates, many Time/Life science and history books, and as many
nonfiction/fiction bestsellers as they could find. We did not own library cards
because we were too far out of town, so my mom created a library of 1000's of
childrens books for us. When one is surrounded by so many books, right there
at your fingertips, you are given independence and power to explore, to find
answers, to imagine beyond your world. I have always been thankful for that
gift! My love affair with books continues, and a portion of the bookshelves that
graced my childhood home now festoon my daughter's bedroom and our family
room, a gift to my children and the many friends they bring to play and read at
our home.
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Dear Mr. Jacobs,

We at the National Book Foundation read your article, “Home Libraries
Provide Huge Educational Advantage,” and would like to congratulate you on a
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